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Preface

The healthcare sector is a major focus of interest currently, and aspects such as quality, safety and effectiveness have become core concepts within this context. Increasingly, questions such as: 'What constitutes effective healthcare?' and 'What care should be reimbursed by the basic health insurance package?' are carefully being considered. This can only be done properly on the basis of data assessed by standard methods.

The present guideline document, entitled "Guideline for economic evaluations in healthcare", represents an update of previous guidelines from 2006 (Guidelines for pharmacoeconomic research), 2008 (Guidance on outcome research) and 2010 (Cost research manual). The document is comprised of the actual text of the guideline dedicated to the different elements of a health economic evaluation and additionally, a number of in-depth modules in which specific elements are addressed in more detail. In parallel to this revision, the much used Cost research manual was updated as well and is included as one of the in-depth modules in this document.

The committee charged with the guideline revision has done the job relatively quickly. Four meetings were needed, as well as the active commitment of the staff of the National Health Care Institute and the committee members, to update the 2006 guidelines. The committee took advantage of experiences gained during the previous guideline development, new insights such as social cost-benefit analysis, and of various publications by international organizations (for example EUnetHTA) and professional associations such as the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR).

The Guideline as it stands provides a well-updated overview of the methods used and recommended by the National Health Care Institute in the Netherlands. The basic approach to a cost-effectiveness study is summarized in the 'reference case'. Although the reference case should be strictly followed, one may deviate from certain elements of the Guideline provided sufficient grounds to do so. That is, in particular when dealing with healthcare products other than pharmaceuticals (such as medical devices), types of care other than curative care (such as long-term care) or when used in for example healthcare institutions.

Health-economic research for the purpose of reimbursement decisions is still an evolving field. To illustrate this, an international debate is ongoing about the use of multi-criteria decision analysis and patient preference studies, increasing knowledge is being gained about the use of real-world data, the issue of pharmacoeconomic research in personalized or precision medicine is being addressed, and there is an increasing interest in the application of economic evaluations in the developmental stage of products, which is known as early health technology assessment (HTA). All these developments should be monitored closely and be considered for inclusion in future versions of this Guideline.

On behalf of the committee charged with the guideline revision,

Prof. Maarten J. IJzerman
Chair
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assumptions</td>
<td>Starting points for the analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIA</td>
<td>Budget impact analysis, estimation of the total financial consequences of the use of a new intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA</td>
<td>Cost-benefit analysis, analysis of the difference in costs relative to the difference in benefits, with the benefits expressed in monetary units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>Cost-effectiveness analysis, analysis of the difference in costs relative to the difference in (clinical) effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEAC</td>
<td>Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve, a graph which for a series of thresholds shows the probability that the intervention is cost-effective at the threshold in question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUA</td>
<td>Cost-utility analysis, analysis of the difference in costs relative to the difference in QALYs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICER</td>
<td>Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio, ratio of incremental costs to incremental effects of an intervention and the standard intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICB</td>
<td>Intersectoral costs and benefits, intersectoral costs and benefits in sectors outside the healthcare, notably relevant in preventive interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental</td>
<td>The difference between the new intervention and the standard and/-or usual treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYG</td>
<td>Life years gained, number of years gained due to intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>Point of view from which the costs and benefits are considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td>‘Probabilistic sensitivity analysis’, sensitivity analysis of the degree of uncertainty in the ICER as a result of the uncertainties around input parameters of a decision model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QALYs</td>
<td>Quality adjusted life years, the number of gained life years corrected for quality of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity analysis</td>
<td>Analysis to test the impact of uncertainty around input parameters, usually of a decision model, on the ICER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univariate</td>
<td>When only one input parameter in the decision model is varied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>The term ‘utility’ is often also used to refer to the quality of weighted lives in the QALY-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOI</td>
<td>Value of information, value of additional information to reduce the uncertainty around a decision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary

In 1999 the Health Care Insurance Board (College voor Zorgverzekeringen, CVZ) issued the ‘Guidelines for pharmacoeconomic research’. An updated version (2005) was adopted in April 2006. This document provided an analytic framework for the pharmacoeconomic evaluations which are part of a reimbursement file. The framework serves to assess whether there is sufficient evidence for the efficacy of a drug for which reimbursement has been requested. Previously, three sets of guidelines were available, namely the above-mentioned Guidelines for pharmacoeconomic research (2006), the Guidance on outcome research (2008) and the Cost research manual (2010).

These three documents had been published under the name and under the auspices of CVZ. The very fact that they were published in different years was one of the reasons that the various recommendations did not always tally. This situation does not promote clarity. Furthermore, being outdated they do no longer conform to the most recent developments in the (international) research field. Lastly, those guidelines were not always directly applicable in economic evaluations in healthcare sectors that fall outside the remit of pharmaceutical care. For these reasons the National Health Care Institute (Zorginstituut Nederland, ZIN), successor to CVZ, decided in 2014 to compile one revised and updated version. A non-permanent committee was established to support the National Health Care Institute in compiling the new guideline.

The key objective was to develop a new guideline unifying the Dutch guidelines available at the time, linking up with international developments, providing unambiguous instruction and accommodate its use in health fields beyond that of pharmaceutical care. Examples include evaluations performed to inform decisions on whether new healthcare interventions should be implemented or reimbursed or, on the other hand, existing interventions should be discontinued or no longer be reimbursed.

The new version is made up of different sections: the main body of the document containing the actual text of the guideline, and a number of in-depth modules. Currently these in-depth modules address the topics ‘Uncertainty and Value of Information’, ‘Quality of Life’, ‘Budget Impact Analysis’, and one is a revision of the previous cost research manual from 2010. These modules elaborate on specific elements of the guideline. It is foreseen that in-depth modules on other topics will be added from time to time. The new guideline specifies – on the basis of a reference case – the minimal requirements which all economic evaluations should meet. A separate chapter describes its broader application in health fields such as prevention, diagnostics, medical devices, Long-term care and forensics.

Until the 1st of July 2016 the National Health Care Institute will still perform economic evaluations in the context of a drug reimbursement file on the basis of the Guidelines for pharmacoeconomic research, updated version from 2006. As from that date the newly updated guideline will be in force.
Introduction

History
In 1999 the Health Care Insurance Board (College voor Zorgverzekeringen, CVZ) issued the 'Guidelines for pharmacoeconomic research'. An updated version (2005) was entered into force in April 2006. This document provided an analytic framework for the pharmacoeconomic evaluations which are part of a reimbursement file. The framework serves to assess whether there is sufficient evidence for the efficacy of a drug for which reimbursement has been requested. Previously, three sets of guidelines were available, namely the above-mentioned Guidelines for pharmacoeconomic research (2006), the Guidance on outcome research (2008) and the Cost research manual (2010). It should be noted that these guidelines placed a primary focus on pharmaceutical care. Nevertheless, the Guidelines for pharmacoeconomic research and the Cost research manual were also used for economic evaluations of other types of care in the Netherlands.

Aim of the new Guideline
This new Guideline unifies all previously available Dutch guidelines, links up with international developments, provides unambiguous instructions and is broadly applicable, not only to pharmaceutical care. The Guideline is intended for those who perform economic evaluations to inform decisions on whether new healthcare interventions should be implemented or existing interventions that should be discontinued.

Non-permanent committee
A non-permanent committee was established, charged with advising the National Health Care Institute on the revision of the guidelines. The committee was composed of: Prof. M.J. IJzerman (chairman), Dr. M.J. Al, prof. A. de Boer, Prof. W.B.F. Brouwer, Prof. J.J. van Busschbach, Dr. M.G.W. Dijkgraaf, Dr. T.L. Feenstra, Dr. M.A. Joore, Prof. J. Kievit, Prof. J.J. Polder, Dr. G.A. de Wit and Dr. M.T. Groot (observer).

The following staff members of National Health Care Institute carried the project: Dr. S. Knies (project leader/secretary), N.M. Dragt MSc, J.J. Enzing MSc, Dr. L.A.H. Hermseen and Dr. S.M.C. Vijgen.

Two observers from the ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport were involved: Dr. J. Prins and A.A. Golja MSc.

Document structure
Guideline
This document is made up of different sections: the main body of the document, which contains the actual text of the Guideline and a number of in-depth modules. Currently in-depth modules are available addressing the topics 'Uncertainty and Value of Information', 'Quality of Life', 'Budget Impact Analysis' and Costing Guidance. These modules provide more detailed information or further elaborate on the topic in question. Note that an in-depth module is an integral part of the Guideline and has the same status. Moreover, the way in which the document is structured permits adding in-depth modules on other topics without having to re-organize the entire document.

Main body document
The main body of the document presents six content-based chapters and an overview of the requirements of the reference case which all economic evaluations must meet. Chapter 1 deals with the design of an economic evaluation and chapter
2 places a focus on the methodology. Chapter 3 addresses the different input data of an economic evaluation. The reporting of the results of an evaluation is elaborated in chapter 4. Chapter 5 exclusively deals with budget impact analyses. Lastly, chapter 6 pays attention to aspects to be considered in the context of other fields of application than pharmaceutical care.

**Amendments to the current guidelines**

In comparison with the current guidelines the new Guideline includes many amendments. The major content changes are listed in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time horizon</td>
<td>Chosen such that a valid and reliable conclusion can be drawn</td>
<td>Preferably a lifelong time horizon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICOT scoping</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Scoping beforehand with relevant stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of economic evaluation</td>
<td>CUA/CEA/CMA</td>
<td>Always CUA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>Costs: subdivided as direct versus indirect and medical versus non-medical</td>
<td>Costs: subdivided as described in Drummond et al. 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect medical costs not taken into account</td>
<td>Medical costs in the life years gained (indirect medical costs) taken into account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoL and QALY</td>
<td>Generic measure, preferably EQ-5D</td>
<td>EQ-5D-5L with Dutch valuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget impact analysis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Described in chapter 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modules</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costing guidance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Chapter presenting reference prices of the most common healthcare cost units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Excel file with overview of reference prices of the most common healthcare cost units: available online</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Background literature**

The Guideline is not intended to be a handbook or a reference book for the conduct of economic evaluation. It is assumed that the user of the Guideline has some basic knowledge of economic evaluations. Please find below an overview of handbooks that may be useful.

Reference case

As the purpose of this Guideline is to improve the comparability of economic evaluations conducted in the Netherlands, it starts with an explanation of the reference case which all economic evaluations at minimum should comply with. This refers in particular to the methods which are of importance in the view of the National Health Care Institute. It may be necessary to deviate from the reference case, but the reasons and nature of deviations should be well substantiated and clearly described. It should be noted that an alternative analysis cannot replace the standard analysis. After all, not conducting the standard analysis carries the risk of more methodological uncertainty, which ultimately might affect the comparability and assessment of studies. Some deviations from the standard analysis may be inevitable for an economic evaluation of an intervention in a field other than pharmaceutical care or cure/curative care, such as prevention, diagnostics or long-term care. Chapter 6 addresses the use of the Guideline in the evaluation of healthcare interventions in these other fields in more detail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Reference case</th>
<th>See Guideline/paragraph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>Societal perspective</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICOT</td>
<td>P: (Patient) population in the Netherlands</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C: Standard of care or usual care in the Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T: Lifetime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scoping beforehand with relevant stakeholders</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic evaluation type</td>
<td>Cost-utility analysis (CUA)</td>
<td>2.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discounting</td>
<td>Costs 4% and effects 1.5%</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis</td>
<td>Univariate, probabilistic sensitivity analysis and scenario analysis</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Systematic review</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>All costs inside the healthcare sector, patient and family and other sectors. Productivity losses: friction cost method. For reference prices use wherever possible the 'costing guidance’ module</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects</td>
<td>Expressed in QALYs, a least the EQ-5D-5L with Dutch valuation and whenever relevant also life years gained</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results reporting</td>
<td>Total costs and effects, incremental costs and effects, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Univariate sensitivity analysis: Tornado diagram and table</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scenario analysis: table</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Probabilistic sensitivity analysis: CE-plane and CEAC</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Chapter 1 Framework of the economic evaluation

Before an economic evaluation of a healthcare intervention can be performed, the researcher or the person who will perform the evaluation needs to provide an evaluation framework and design. It is important to note that all aspects must be clearly described in the reporting and that all choices are justified.

1.1 Objective and user
The first step in an economic evaluation is to clearly state what decision-making problem the evaluation will solve. Or in other words: defining the objective. The objective should be linked to the decision-making problem of the future user(s) of the evaluation. Apart from the National Health Care Institute, possible users include health insurers and health facilities.

1.2 Perspective
When conducting an economic evaluation it is imperative to follow the reference case. This means that the economic evaluation is carried out and reported from the societal perspective. All relevant societal costs and benefits, irrespective of who bears the costs or to who the benefits go, should therefore be taken into account in the evaluation and reporting.

In addition to the societal perspective the results can be presented from other perspectives (such as the healthcare perspective). The relevance of such a choice should be clearly underpinned.

1.3 PICOT or research question
Once the objective, the user and the perspective of the evaluation have been clearly defined, the next step is to formulate the research question for this specific economic evaluation. The evaluation is conducted on the basis of the research question formulated in accordance with the PICOT criteria, as described by the Centre for Evidence Based Medicine:
- Patient = the patient or target population;
- Intervention = the intervention to be assessed;
- Control = the comparative intervention(s);
- Outcome = the relevant outcomes/outcome measures;
- Time = the relevant time span for which effects and costs must be measured

Table 2 provides an overview of all aspects that should be considered in the framing of the PICOT. It is important to note that all parts must be clearly described in the reporting and that all choices are justified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Aspects to be considered in the framing of the PICOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What intervention in which patient population?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the intervention under scrutiny compared with?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- standard and/or usual care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- direct or indirect comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are relevant outcomes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- justify choice of outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- favorable and unfavorable outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- choice of relevant measurement instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What outcome of the comparison is satisfactory?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- more effective and equally effective
- clinically relevant difference
What is the minimum required time horizon for the analysis?

1.3.1 *Patient population (P)*
The patient population or target population is the group for which the intervention is intended in the Dutch clinical practice. Where available, Dutch epidemiological data should be used to describe the patient population as well as the relevant subgroups. Differences in age, gender and disease characteristics between and within populations can vary and seriously influence the results. In the event that the cost-effectiveness with respect to effects and/or costs differs between subgroups, separate subgroup analyses are an option. Note that a-priori hypotheses should have been generated for this situation if the economic evaluation is part of a randomized controlled trial (RCT).

1.3.2 *Intervention (I)*
The intervention under consideration is an intervention that in the Dutch practice can be applied in the defined patient population. For both the intervention and the comparative treatment it is essential to take into account how interventions in the Dutch practice are, or will be, implemented. Important aspects in this respect include the setting in which the interventions will be carried out and the (expected) uptake by healthcare providers and patients.

1.3.3 *Control or Comparator (C)*
As described in the reference case the intervention should be compared with the standard of care and/or usual care. The standard treatment is the intervention which in daily practice or in accordance with clinical guidelines is considered the treatment of first choice. Usual care includes care procedures which in clinical practice are routinely applied. If the standard treatment is not part of the usual care or cannot be defined, usual care procedures may be included in the analysis, whether or not next to the standard treatment.

With respect to all interventions, the most recent national and international guidelines and standards should underlie the choice of the comparative intervention. In some cases multiple interventions which are well comparable to each other in terms of outcomes might qualify for a specific patient population. The concept of ‘usual care’ may differ from country to country or even within one country. Furthermore, usual care may also imply that no treatment is offered, but that instead a wait-and-see policy is recommended, whether or not in combination with symptom relief (supportive or palliative care).

Relevant sources:

1.3.4 *Outcomes (O)*
In effectiveness research the value of the intervention under scrutiny as compared to the usual care is determined using pre-defined outcome measures. Different
types of outcome measures can be distinguished. Clinical outcome measures reflect morbidity, mortality or quality of life. Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) refer to outcomes directly reported by patients themselves, such as pain scores or quality of life. Occasionally it may be necessary to use intermediate or proxy outcome measures, because it is not possible to set up a study with sufficient robustness to demonstrate differences in hard outcome measures (for example mortality). A prerequisite for intermediate or surrogate outcome measures is a proven sensitivity to change in the clinical outcome. Another consideration is the analytic accuracy of the test with which the intermediate or surrogate outcome is measured. Composite outcome measures can be used when two outcomes are considered that are clearly clinically related. These are often used for outcomes whose frequency is low (for example mortality). Another composite measure is the QALY, which combines life years with quality of life.

The choice of a specific outcome is determined by factors such as the eligible patient population, the health condition and the aim of the treatment. It is recommended to use validated outcome measures\(^1\) which are clearly related with the condition and the intended purpose of the treatment. Outcome measures should bear relevance to the healthcare intervention and therefore it is important to select these before the start of the evaluation study in consultation with the professional groups of caregivers involved and with patient organizations.

As indicated in the reference case, the QALY is the standard outcome measure in healthcare economic evaluations. The outcomes of an economic evaluation consist of clinical outcome measures and measures that describe and value the quality of life on one side, and the costs of treatment on the other. These are the outcomes that form the basis of the economic evaluation.

More information on the recommended outcome measures for quality of life is provided in section 3.3 and the ‘Quality of Life’ in-depth module. More information about the cost (categories) to be use and the quantification of healthcare consumption is given in section 3.2 and the cost guidance module.

\(^{1}\) Internal validity, reproducibility and sensitivity of an outcome measure is based on scientific publications.
2 Chapter 2 Method: analytic approach

2.1 Analytic techniques

2.1.1 Types of economic evaluations
A number of different analytic techniques in which two or more treatments are compared with one another are available for use in an economic evaluation. The most frequently used techniques are the cost-utility analysis (CUA) and the cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA). A budget impact analysis (BIA) might be added to the economic evaluation. A BIA provides information about the financial consequences of the intervention. Specific guidelines are in place for the design of a BIA (see chapter 5).

Both in a CEA and in a CUA the differential costs (incremental costs) are set off against the differential effects (incremental effects) of the treatments that are being compared. A CEA makes use of (clinical) effect sizes (for example millimeters mercury to express blood pressure, event free survival, or life years gained). In a CUA the effects are expressed in a generic measure of the quantity of life years corrected for quality of life, or Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs). These QALYs are determined with the aid of generic measurement instruments such as the EQ-5D (see section 3.3 and the in-depth module about quality of life). A CUA allows for better comparability of the outcomes of analyses between different health conditions. Conducting a CUA is therefore standard when performing an economic evaluation in the healthcare sector (see reference case).

2.1.2 Analytic approach
The costs and effects of interventions can be calculated using a decision model. This approach constitutes the benefit of making comparisons in a complex situation in a transparent and consistent manner. In the case that no single comparative study is available that fulfills the PICOT, see chapter 1, the only alternative is a decision model.

The choice for either an empiric approach (in which all relevant costs and effects are collected in one clinical study) or a model-based approach should be well justified. In a model-based approach, the choice of a specific technique much depends among other things on the research question and the medical condition. The most commonly used models are: decision trees, ‘state-transition’ models (also known as Markov models), ‘discrete event’ simulations, and ‘dynamic transmission’ models. Recommendations for the choice of the most appropriate technique can be found in the ISPOR/SMDM guidelines on modelling.6

2.2 Discounting
If effects and costs data are collected or presented for a time horizon exceeding one year, the effects and costs generated after the first year need to be discounted. In the Netherlands, the costs are discounted at a different rate than are the effects: the costs at a constant discount rate of 4%; the future effects at a constant discount rate of 1.5%.

2.3 Uncertainty analyses
The results of an economic evaluation, obtained through either a model-based or an empirical approach, are surrounded by uncertainty. Uncertainty analyses have a
two-fold aim:
1) to determine the degree of uncertainty around the mean costs, effects and cost-effectiveness ratio;
2) to quantify the consequences of the uncertainty, and to determine if and how additional research aiming to reduce the uncertainty can be of value.
The first aim is reached by performing uncertainty analyses; the second by conducting a value of information (VOI) analysis.

Uncertainty can result from differences in opinion on the methods to be used, the methodological uncertainty. This type of uncertainty is overcome by following this Guideline and the reference case. Other sources of uncertainty are: variability in outcomes between otherwise identical patients (can be partly explained; heterogeneity), estimates of data on the basis of limited information from (sample) data, structure of the decision model or regression model, and missing data. As the methods to deal with the different sources of uncertainty differ between an empirical analysis and a model-based analysis, these are described separately below.

Relevant sources:
Detailed background information about variability, uncertainty and heterogeneity can be found in, for example, the following sources: ISPOR/SMDM Taskforce on modelling, report 67; Drummond et al.;8 Bilcke et al.;9 Briggs et al.;10 Ramsey et al.5

2.3.1 Uncertainty analyses in empirical economic evaluation
Insight in the consequences of variability can be obtained by demonstrating the presence or absence of heterogeneity. In an empirical approach, subgroup analyses should be performed for all pre-defined subgroups.

In the design stage of a study, the probability of uncertainty as a result of limited information might be reduced by including a sufficiently large sample and by, for example, limiting the possibility of missing values.

If a study has already been performed, the uncertainty around the total and incremental costs, effects and the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio should be quantified with statistical methods. The method used most frequently used to determine the confidence intervals for total and incremental costs and effects and the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) is ‘bootstrapping’.11 The number of sampling draws used in the bootstrapping should demonstrably lead to a stable result. Confidence intervals around the ICER often do not provide the desired information, for example if outcomes are distributed over multiple quadrants of the cost-effectiveness-plane (CE-plane).

Importantly, the statistical analyses used to evaluate the data must take into account any missing values, to prevent that outcomes such as means and confidence intervals are incorrect or biased.

The literature contains information on both naïve (e.g. complete cases, mean imputation and last value carried forward) and statistically appropriate methods (e.g. multiple imputation and EM algorithm) to correct for missing values. In economic evaluations ‘state of the art’ methods are needed to correctly assess the uncertainty generated by missing data, and the multiple imputation method is often the optimal method. Subsequently, the question whether the application of a different suitable method would lead to large differences in both the point estimations and the confidence intervals should be explored through scenario analyses.

Regression techniques may serve to increase the precision and to correct for
differences between subgroups. If the mean costs and effects are determined by regression techniques, the regression technique chosen and the definition of the regression model should be well substantiated. The possible impact of assumptions in the regression analysis on the outcomes should be demonstrated in sensitivity analyses, and likewise the impact of varying the regression parameters within their 95% confidence intervals. Uncertainty around fixed parameter values, such as unit prices, should be demonstrated in sensitivity analyses.

Relevant sources:
Further information is found in Ramsey et al. (2015).5 Methods to correct for missing data are explained in Sterne et al. (2009)12 with emphasis on imputation techniques and in Oostenbrink and Al (2005)13 more specifically for cost data.

2.3.2 Uncertainty analyses in a model-based economic evaluation
Variability will come into play when a patient-level model is used. Importantly, the simulated population size should demonstrably lead to a stable result. Furthermore it is important to clearly discriminate between the variability and the parameter uncertainty. In the event that heterogeneity is of relevance, subgroup analyses should be performed and described. Any heterogeneity should be detected in subgroup analyses, and 'scoping' with the stakeholders is leading in the choice of the subgroups.

The influence of parameter uncertainty should be examined using probabilistic sensitivity analyses (PSA) in which all uncertain parameters are analyzed. The distributions used must be reported and justified. The choice of the distribution depends in particular on the logical limitations of an input parameter.15 The degree of variance in the distribution need be justified as well, based where possible on observed variance in studies (e.g. standard errors and confidence intervals). The number of iterations used in the PSA should demonstrably lead to a stable result. The ICER should be calculated by dividing the mean costs by the mean effects across all PSA iterations.

Furthermore, univariate and multivariate sensitivity analyses should be performed to provide insight in the relative influences of input parameters on the ICER and in the consequences of fixed values in the model such as discount rates and prices.

It is imperative to bring to light the implications of structural assumptions. The structural uncertainty can be made transparent by presenting a clear overview of the model assumptions. In addition the choices made should be underpinned. The influence of the assumptions on the results of a decision model should be explored with the aid of scenario analyses.

2.3.3 Value of information analysis
A value of information (VOI) analysis is based on the results of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis. The expected value of perfect information (EVPI) initially quantifies all consequences of the uncertainty around the parameters. In all model-based economic evaluations where decision uncertainty is found (when the probability that the intervention is cost-effective is lower than 100% at the applicable reference value but still higher than 0%) an EVPI should be calculated.

Supplementary VOI analyses can answer the question whether, and what kind of additional study is efficient. Additionally, they can indicate whether the definitive decision should be postponed while awaiting the results of additional studies. These analyses are relevant if additional study and/or postponement of the decision is a viable policy option. The in-depth module ‘Uncertainty and VOI’ elaborates on the significance and the application of VOI analyses. This module also provides a
flowchart specifying what type of VOI analyses should be performed and when.

### 2.4 Missing data

Data can be missing due to various reasons. As already pointed out in paragraph 2.3, missing data are integral to the statistical uncertainty in an empirical analysis. This section addresses the implications of missing data in decision models.

#### 2.4.1 Missing data in model-based economic evaluations

In an economic evaluation based on a decision model, missing data in an empirical study have repercussions for the estimation of parameter values. Another thing that might happen is lack of evidence for an estimation of a parameter value. This is never a reason, however, to leave this parameter out in the modelling. In this instance assumptions should be made in the model as recommended by a panel of experts.

#### 2.4.2 Extrapolation techniques

One type of missing data which is quite relevant in the context of model-based evaluations concerns the long-term projection. If data for a longer time horizon are missing, analyses can only be performed using extrapolation techniques, thus allowing for the determination of the total survival gain. Longitudinal time-to-event data (for example survival data or time-to-relapse data) are primarily extrapolated by assuming a parametric distribution. Then, extrapolation is achievable by estimating the parameters of this distribution on the basis of the observed data. The uncertainty around these parameters should as well be included in the PSA. Commonly used parametric methods or models are exponential, Weibull, Gompertz, log-logistic and lognormal, but also more complex and more flexible methods are available.

As the different methods may lead to different outcomes, the choice for a certain method should always be well substantiated. Furthermore, possible different outcomes when other distributions are used should be explored in scenario analyses. Importantly, the reporting should include the results of the statistical tests used to compare the goodness of fit of the different distributions with the observed data.

**Relevant source:**
Survival analysis methods are explained in more detail in NICE DSU technical support document 14: Survival analysis for economic evaluations alongside clinical trials- extrapolation with patient-level data.\(^\text{14}\)

### 2.5 Evaluation of validity

#### Generalisability of results

Both empirical studies and evaluations on the basis of decision models should give insight in the relevance of the outcomes for the specific situation in the Netherlands. More specifically, this concern both the generalizability of specific results of empirical studies to the general population and the validity of the decision model used.

#### Validation of decision models

The decision model used in a model-based economic evaluation must have been validated to ensure that the results are usable, reliable and credible. The validation should encompass not only the conceptual model, but also the input data, the software-aided implementation (code) and the model outcomes. The reporting should inform on the validation method and the obtained result. Optimal reporting on the validation will be achieved not only by using a purpose-
designed assessment tool as a checklist for the relevant steps and tests but also by providing a systematic representation of the validation steps. An example of such a tool is AdVISHE.\textsuperscript{15}
3 Chapter 3 Input data

3.1 Effectiveness
An economic evaluation may be performed in the context of an empirical study (piggy-back study alongside an RCT or observational study) or a model-based study. If the context is an empirical study, the input data on effectiveness are derived from the study. Supplementary effectiveness data, if necessary, should come from other relevant publications.

A model-based economic evaluation should be grounded on data of all relevant studies with a satisfactory scientific quality. The research question determines how these studies should be identified and what level of evidence of effectiveness is minimally required. For this reason the research question must be defined as precisely as possible, see section 1.3: PICOT or research question.

As recommended in the recent report ‘Stand van de wetenschap en praktijk’, prior to collecting relevant literature or designing an effectiveness study, one should explore the desired and feasible characteristics of the study in light of the intervention and indication.2

3.1.1 Literature search
A systematic search of relevant publications should adhere to a pre-defined protocol. The search strategy as well as the databases used and any publication date restrictions must be reported (in an appendix) for the purpose of verification. An overview must be provided of all selected studies and the selection criteria used. Criteria for inclusion or exclusion of studies should be reported.

3.1.2 Relevant studies
On the basis of the results of the literature search an overview of existing evidence should be provided as well as a quantitative effect estimate. The latter may be based on published studies and/or new empirical data. In all cases the method employed should be systematic and complete and aimed at preventing bias as much as possible.

Systematic review
In a model-based economic evaluation the clinical effectiveness data need to be underpinned by a systematic review of the literature, provided this is of sufficient quality. If this is not the case, it is recommended to perform a systematic review and to systematically evaluate the collected scientific evidence with the aid of the GRADE approach, or: ‘Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation.’ The GRADE-method is a systematic, integral and transparent method to evaluate and grade the quality of scientific evidence. For detailed information about the GRADE-method see the report ‘Stand van de wetenschap en praktijk’2, and the GRADE handbook.16

Randomized studies
It is strongly recommended to base the systematic review on randomized studies of sufficient quality.17 A well designed and well performed (double-blind) randomized controlled clinical trial (RCT) has in theory the least probability of confounding of the effect and consequently carries the highest degree of certainty about the causal relation between the intervention and the observed effect (irrespective of this effect being favorable or unfavorable). Other study designs are less reliable in that they have a greater probability of bias (confounding, information- and selection bias), i.e.
the possibility that involvement of other (unknown) factors may lead to under- or overestimation of the difference in effect between the intervention and the comparative treatment. The GRADE handbook extensively describes how to evaluate the methodological quality or risk of bias of randomized studies and how to perform the GRADE-evaluation.

**Non-randomized studies**

Results of RCTs are not always available in the literature. In addition, an RCT also has its downsides and limitations. Certain situations may arise, therefore, in which non-randomized or non-comparative studies will suffice or even may be preferred, for example when there is a clear dose-response relation, the natural course of a condition is known or in the case of rare diseases. A supplementary observational study may suffice to identify long-term effects or side-effects and may be preferred if the purpose is to measure (results of) healthcare consumption in daily practice, rather than under strictly controlled research conditions.

When non-randomized studies are utilized, such as observational studies, potential bias must be fully explored and reported and be taken into account in the economic evaluation. The GRADE handbook describes how to evaluate the methodological quality or risk of bias of non-randomized studies and how to perform the GRADE-evaluation. Apart from the GRADE handbook, two other commonly used instruments to assess the methodological quality or risk of bias of non-randomized studies are the Newcastle Ottawa Scale and the Down and Black Instrument.

**3.1.3 Direct versus indirect comparisons**

It is strongly recommended to perform the evidence synthesis on the basis of randomized studies using direct (head-to-head) comparisons, as this approach produces the most reliable evidence for the value of a certain intervention in comparison with the standard care. Even if only a single randomized study of sufficient quality and with a direct comparison is available, this should then be used.

However, this ideal situation is not commonplace. In such cases, indirect comparative studies may be used. In an indirect comparison, results of study arms from different studies are compared with each other. These are preferably study arms from randomized studies with indirect comparisons and from non-randomized studies, such as observational cohorts, whereby one study arm with a relevant patient group is selected.

When executing indirect comparisons one should select studies carefully to prevent bias as much as possible. It is recommended to use ‘state of the art’ methods for integrating indirect comparisons in a single quantitative analysis: either Bayesian or frequentist, that is, a mixed treatment comparison (MTC) or a network meta-analysis. Please note that here too the quality of the evidence is preferably evaluated with the GRADE-approach.

**Placebo-controlled studies**

Placebo-controlled studies are in principle not suited for economic evaluations, because in clinical practice placebo is considered neither standard care nor care as usual. Nevertheless, placebo-controlled studies may be included in a mixed treatment comparison or in a network meta-analysis to complete the network. If placebo is taken to be a proxy for 'best supportive care', which indeed may be usual care, this approach should be well justified.

**3.1.4 Sources for clinical effectiveness**

Clinical effectiveness data need to be underpinned with a systematic review of the literature. The clinical evidence should be based on the most appropriate source,
given the research question. Studies with the highest possible level of evidence and the least (possible) risk of bias are preferred. The quality of all studies should be assessed and reported.

For detailed information about, the systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of an intervention, the GRADE approach and the inclusion of indirect comparisons, among other things, we refer to the report ‘Stand van de wetenschap en praktijk’, updated in 2015.2

**Relevant sources:**
Additional information about mixed treatment comparison in found in the Cochrane handbook25 and the ISPOR taskforce report.26 The Cochrane site offers a complete overview of tools and software for the conduct of network meta-analyses: http://cmimg.cochrane.org/network-meta-analysis-toolkit.

Two often used software programs are:
Bayesian: http://drugis.org/software/r-packages/gemtc
Frequentist: http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/netmeta/index.html

### 3.2 Costs

Please consult the ‘Manual for cost research’ ((Kostenhandleiding. Methodologie van kostenonderzoek and referentieprijzen voor economic evaluations in de gezondheidszorg (2015))27 for guidance on the identification, the measurement and the valuation of the costs. The use of this manual promotes uniformity and standardization of the cost identification, measurement and valuation in economic evaluations of healthcare interventions.

#### 3.2.1 Cost identification

Economic evaluations should be conducted from the societal perspective. This means that all relevant costs and effects must be included, irrespective of who meets the costs. This does not just refer the costs inside the healthcare system but also to the costs for the patient and the family (for example incurred by informal care), as well as the costs incurred in other sectors of society (such as education or the judiciary) and costs as a result of productivity losses.

All categories of costs need to be indicated and explained separately. Specific attention should be paid to avoid double counting.

If in addition an evaluation is carried out from another perspective than the societal perspective, all relevant costs and categories of costs for that perspective should be clearly defined and included. It may also be necessary to adjust the valuation to the other perspective.

Table 3 provides an overview of the categories of costs that are relevant to the societal perspective as well as the categories of costs related to the healthcare perspective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Perspectives and associated cost categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PERSPECTIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Societal perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Costs are quantified using the formula: costs = volume*price. Volume is obtained by measuring resource use or units. To calculate the costs these units or the resource use is then multiplied with the price per unit.

3.2.2 Volume measurement
After the identification of the categories of costs to be included in the analysis, the next step is measuring the volumes (for example healthcare consumption). This measurement comprises an inventory of the deployment of people and resources during, after and sometimes also before the intervention. Volume data derived from international studies must be validated for the Netherlands.

3.2.3 Cost valuation
Subsequently, the identified and measured volume units need to be assessed in monetary units. Next to guidelines for carrying out cost-price research, the 'cost manual' gives concrete reference prices for a number of common units.

3.2.4 Categories of costs
For evaluations taking a societal perspective, three categories of costs can be distinguished, namely costs within the healthcare system, costs for patient and family and costs in other sectors.

Costs within the healthcare system
The category costs within the healthcare sector comprises two types of costs, which both must be included in the economic evaluation:
- All medical costs directly related to or influenced by the prevention, diagnostics, therapy, rehabilitation and management of the disease or treatment. The costs of the treatment of side-effects of an intervention are also part of this category.
- All medical costs which may arise during gained life years, also referred to as indirect medical costs. This pertains to all medical costs arising as a consequence of the life-lengthening effect of an intervention. If an intervention increases the life expectancy, this will normally lead to additional medical costs, either ‘related’ costs (e.g. anticoagulants after cardiac surgery) or ‘non-related’ costs (e.g. the costs of hip fracture surgery in the life years gained after a heart transplant). Both types of costs should be taken into account in an economic evaluation of a life-lengthening intervention. More information about calculating costs in gained life years (also non-related costs) can be found in the ‘costs manual’ module.
**Costs for patient and family**
The costs for a patient and family may include, among other things, travel expenses, own contributions/co-payments or adaptations to one’s home. One of the major cost items in this context concerns the time spent on the intervention. For example the time needed to undergo treatment or the time involved in the provision of informal care. The time spent on informal care may be at the expense of paid work, unpaid work and leisure time. More information on the valuation of informal care and time spending costs of patients can be found in the ‘costs manual’ module.

**Costs within other sectors**
The costs incurred in other sectors are strongly dependent on the intervention to be evaluated. Examples include costs made by a local council for welfare work, costs of special education or the judicial system, or the costs of volunteers. It is important to be complete and yet avoid double counting. More information about the valuation of costs within other sectors is available in the ‘costs manual’ module. More information can also be found in the guide on intersectoral costs and benefits: www.maastrichtuniversity.nl/web/Main/Sitewide/Content/ClassificatieIdentificatieEnWaarderingVanIntersectoraleKostenEnBatenVanPreventieveInterventies.htm.28

If illness or treatment prevents people from being productive, this will incur costs. Not only paid productivity (paid employment) is important in this respect, but also unpaid work. In both cases the productivity losses (or -gains) involved must be specified and valued. In the case of paid employment a distinction can be made between less productivity during the job (‘presenteeism’) and work absenteeism, which both may be of importance.

The friction cost method is recommended to calculate productivity losses as a result of paid work absenteeism. This method is based on the idea that sick employees who are absent for a long time can be replaced. Productivity losses will then mainly occur during the time an employer needs to replace a sick employee, the friction period. A friction period of 85 calendar days (12 weeks) is applied in the Netherlands. More information and explanation on the calculation of productivity losses using the friction cost method is available in the ‘costs manual’ module. An other method is the ‘Human Capital’ method, but this is not recommended.

**3.2.5 Adjustment for inflation/price indexation**
In each economic evaluation it is essential to mention the year to which prices refer. In the event that cost prices of different units or volumes are not from the same calendar year, the prices should be corrected for inflation between the years. This is done with the use of the consumer price index (CPI), available in the CBS StatLine database (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek – Statistics Netherlands). More information and explanation is available in ‘costs manual’ module.27

**3.2.6 Sources for cost data**
Both the volumes and the cost-prices per unit should be based on national data wherever possible. The ‘costs manual’ module extensively addresses methods for the measurement of volumes and standard cost-prices.27 If in the absence of national cost data, data from international publications are used, these must be validated for the Dutch setting. One way to accomplish this is to request input from an expert panel.

**3.3 Quality of life**

**3.3.1 Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs)**
Interventions may have an effect on the life expectancy, quality of life, or both. Both types of effect are essential in economic evaluations and both can be used to justify
the costs. The relevance of the effects on life expectancy and quality of life relative to the costs should be demonstrated by means of a ‘cost-utility analysis’ (CUA). The ‘utilities’ of the CUA are operationalized by a parameter reflecting the amount of life years gained in combination with quality of life, or ‘Quality Adjusted Life Years’: QALYs.

3.3.2 Correction factors of quality of life
In the context of measuring QALYs, quality of life is determined by means of validated, generic quality-of-life questionnaires completed by patients. The outcome measures of these questionnaires are ‘health states’ defined in terms of health-related quality of life. The validated questionnaires assign a ‘quality-of-life correction’ to the health states. This correction factor is referred to as a ‘weighting’, ‘valuation’ or ‘utility’. Basically this implies the ‘quality of life’ is offset against ‘expected life expectancy’. The patients’ health states should be valued based on the preferences of the general population, so that the analyses can be performed from the societal perspective.

3.3.3 Reference case
In view of the possible differences in the assessment of quality of life that may arise from the use of different questionnaires, quality of life should consistently be measured with the EQ-5D-5L and should be valued using Dutch reference values. This may be taken as a simplification of reality, however, and consequently may not always be appropriate. Alternative questionnaires and other methods to evaluate the quality of life may therefore be added next to the reference case. These alternatives do not replace the reference case but may be required to identify the effect to its fullest. This means that even when the EQ-5D-5L is expected to be not sensitive, the EQ-5D-5L should still be administered. The alternatives are addressed in the in-depth module on quality of life.

3.3.4 Reporting
In the event that alternatives are presented next to the reference case, these alternatives need to be justified and their validation should be described. In a decision model using health states the valuations of each health state should be reported separately. If QALYs are estimated on the basis of an ‘area under the curve’ analysis, the course of the mean quality of life over time should be presented in a table or graph. If the valuations of quality of life are derived from the literature, the following characteristics should be reported separately for each valuation: the questionnaire or valuation method; nationality of the respondents and the perspective: patient valuations or societal valuations.

3.4 Expert opinion
Where data are clearly lacking, it is recommended to ask a panel of experts to provide data for ‘input’ in a model or for the design of a model. One of the common methods to organize expert panels is the Delphi method. If an expert panel is consulted, the way in which the experts were selected must be clearly explained so that their expertise and independence can be verified. The following information should be provided: the data collection method, the process through which consensus, where needed, was achieved, and the analysis method. Furthermore, the data provided by the expert panel should be specified and the impact of uncertainty on the results must be elucidated through sensitivity analyses.
4 Chapter 4 Reporting

4.1 Reporting of input values

4.1.1 Reporting of effectiveness data
If the effectiveness input data are based on specific clinical studies, details of these studies should be reported such as patient characteristics (among others age, gender, baseline values of clinically relevant parameters) and the effectiveness of the intervention. Effectiveness may be reported based on the pre-defined clinically relevant outcome measures and minimal clinically relevant difference or maximal clinically acceptable difference.

If estimations are based on systematic reviews and meta-analyses, the methods used should be reported in a transparent manner.

4.1.2 Reporting of costs
The prices and volumes of all cost components should be reported separately. If the intervention under consideration influences life expectancy, and consequently the medical costs in the gained life years are relevant, two separate scenarios must be reported. Then, one scenario presents all costs, including the non-related medical costs in the life years gained; the second can bring to light the effect of including the non-related medical costs in life years gained. It is often difficult, however, to distinguish between related and non-related costs. In that case a scenario including only the intervention costs will be more informative.

4.1.3 Reporting of quality of life
The following characteristics should be reported separately for each quality of life valuation: the questionnaire or valuation method; nationality of the respondents and the perspective: patient valuations or societal valuations. Any deviation from the reference-case analysis (EQ-5D-5L, Dutch value set) should be substantiated. The reporting then should explain why quality of life data from other countries are generalizable to the Netherlands.

If additional measures are presented alongside the standard instrument (EQ-5D-5L), the validity of each must be underpinned on the basis of scientific publications. In a model study using health states the valuations for each health state should be presented separately. If QALYs are estimated on the basis of an 'area under the curve' analysis, the course of the mean quality of life over time should be presented in a table of graph. If the valuations of quality of life are derived from the literature, the following characteristics should be reported separately for each valuation: the questionnaire or valuation method; nationality of the respondents and the perspective taken: patient perspective or societal perspective.

4.1.4 Reporting of missing data
In each economic evaluation based on an empirical study it should be clear in the reporting whether there were any missing data, and if so, how these were accounted for in the analyses. In addition, it is important to report the amount of missing data, whether patients with missing data differ from patients without missing data and whether the issue of missing data was addressed in the study design. In the event that a great amount of data is missing, it is recommended to adjust for this in a number of different ways, so as to explore how sensitive the outcomes are to the method of analysis (see paragraph 2.3.1 for more information).
In an economic evaluation based on a decision model the requested information described above should be reported for all parameters of the model. This will not always be possible in the case of estimates based on published studies; then it is recommended to state explicitly that the study in question does not provide details about any missing data. If an expert panel is used to address missing data the arguments and the methods should be clearly described.

4.2 Reporting of results base-case analysis

The reporting should present the results of the required analyses. In this respect, a distinction is made between the results of the base-case analysis and the results from uncertainty analyses.

The reporting should include both the absolute costs and absolute health effects for the intervention and the comparative treatment, the incremental costs and effects, and the ICER. These results should be presented both with and without discounting. The absolute and incremental costs are presented as total sums, and additionally broken down by cost category.

With regard to the health outcomes, the reporting must minimally include QALYs and the amount of life years gained. If relevant, other additional health outcomes as well as side-effects can be presented separately.

Both an ICER with the QALY as outcome and an ICER with life years gained (LYG) as outcome should be presented. ICERs could also be presented for additional relevant health outcomes.

Dependent on the research question and the intended user, results may be presented from more than one perspective. Note that the results should be presented at least from the societal perspective. If the research question involves subgroups, the results for the separate subgroups should be presented.

In the event that more than two interventions are compared, the results and ICERs of the different interventions should be presented in a well-structured manner. They need to be sorted by increasing costs. In addition, the interventions should be compared by means of a 'full incremental comparison'. The total or absolute costs and effects of the different interventions should be presented graphically as a cost-effectiveness plane (CE-plane). Furthermore, the occurrence of 'extended dominance', if any, must be reported.

4.3 Reporting of uncertainty analyses

The objective of the uncertainty analyses mentioned in paragraph 2.2 is to demonstrate (the influence of) various uncertainties. The reporting of these analyses should at least include the elements mentioned below.

4.3.1 Sensitivity and scenario analyses

The effects of variation of the input parameters in the sensitivity analysis should be presented in a well-structured way. The reporting of the sensitivity analyses for parameter uncertainty should include the minimal and maximal ICER (discounted) of the chosen range, as well as the incremental costs and effects that served as a basis for these ICERs. The upper and lower values of the range must be clearly specified, as well as the reasons why these were applied. It is recommended to present the results of the most influential parameters both in tabular form and graphically by means of a Tornado diagram. Results are always presented together with and compared with results of the base-case analysis.
The results of scenario analyses are preferably presented in tabular form listing the incremental costs and effects as well as the ICER.

4.3.2 Probabilistic sensitivity analyses and measurement uncertainties

The results of the PSA or of the bootstrap analysis (in the case of an empiric economic evaluation) on the measurement uncertainty should be presented graphically in a scatter plot showing the incremental costs on the y-axis and the incremental effects on the x-axis (CE-plane).

Results of the PSA should additionally be presented as a cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (CEAC). In general a CEAC reflects the uncertainty around an ICER more transparently than does a confidence interval, because the latter cannot be interpreted if outcomes are distributed over multiple quadrants of the CE-plane. If more than two interventions are being compared, it is advised to present a family of CEACs with a cost efficiency frontier rather than a single CEAC. A possible alternative approach involves calculating the net benefit for each intervention and comparing these benefits with each other. This approach should include a range of ICER reference values (thresholds) that are considered relevant. More information on this topic can be found in the book by Briggs et al.

4.3.3 Value of information analysis

The results of EVPI analysis for different reference values of the ICER should be presented in a graph. For more information please refer to the ‘Uncertainty and Value of Information’ module.
5 Chapter 5 Budget impact analysis

A budget impact analysis (BIA) is an ideal method to explore the financial consequences of (i) acceptance and dissemination of new or optimized healthcare interventions and/or (ii) de-implementation of existing healthcare interventions. The outcome allows a budget holder to make a policy decision regarding the affordability and the required capacity. The BIA takes into account all relevant actual expenses incurred by the paying party, albeit the effectiveness of the intervention is not explicitly analyzed.

5.1 Analytic framework

The outcome of a BIA is the difference in expected expenditure between a scenario in which a new or optimized intervention is accepted and disseminated on the one hand, and a reference scenario in which this is not the case on the other. In most of the situations the standard healthcare in the Netherlands serves as the reference scenario. The expenditure is estimated taking into account changes in prevalence and incidence (in the case of prevention), the size of the treated population, the content of the healthcare interventions offered and in the prices. See the framework in Figure 1.

![Budget impact analysis framework](adapted from Brosa et al. 200531)

The BIA should be designed, conducted and reported in accordance with the internationally accepted principles of ISPOR32,33 The following guidelines are derived from these ISPOR principles.
5.2 **Perspective**
A BIA is performed from the perspective of the budget holder (or: the paying party) who will have to bear the financial consequences of the new or optimized healthcare intervention or the abandonment of existing healthcare.

If the budget holder is at the national governmental level, the BIA should be performed from the societal perspective and include both a broad social quantification of budget effects for society in the broadest sense, in line with economic evaluations, and a calculation of the effect of changes in the net healthcare budgetary framework (BKZ). This framework is largely made up of the Healthcare Insurance Act (Zorgverzekeringswet), the Long-term Care Act (Wet Langdurige Zorg, WLZ) and the Social Support Act (Wet maatschappelijke ondersteuning, Wmo). Supplementary insurance plans fall outside the scope of the BKZ. The net BKZ equals the BKZ excluding the statutory personal contributions of healthcare consumers.

Additional perspectives may be chosen with the approval of the commissioning party.

5.3 **Time horizon**
The time horizon of BIA should be chosen such that it permits obtaining a result that is useful for the budget holder; it should therefore be chosen in joint agreement with the budget holder. Usually a horizon on the short to medium term is chosen. A 3 years' time horizon is the minimum for the state's national projections, in which the results are presented per year and in addition an indication of the expected market penetration (proportion of the population receiving the new intervention) is given for the years in question. A longer period is needed if the expenditure is likely to undergo changes over the years (for example treatment of chronic diseases, savings on the long term).

5.4 **Dynamics of implementation in practice**
The framing of the BIA should reflect the complexity and dynamics encountered in real practice as well as the specific features of the Dutch healthcare system. Examples are the influence of personal contributions of healthcare consumers, the rapidity of implementation of new interventions, substitutions of interventions, catch-up effects and the spending on side-effects, complications and if available, therapy adherence. Expenses related to off-label use should also be included in the BIA.3

5.5 **Items of expenditure, volume measurement and valuation**
For information on items of expenditure, volume measurement and valuation, where possible, please refer to the in-depth module 'Costing guidance'.27 The way in which volumes are measured depends on the perspective of the budget holder. Within the context of the BKZ this involves the tariffs claimed against the insurance funds.

5.6 **Reporting**
Expenditure should be presented per budget period (typically one year) at the price level of the budget period in question. After all, budgets are commonly presented as nominal figures.

To enable reproduction of the analysis, the final reporting should contain detailed information on the parameter values (volumes and prices) and the calculations. The presentation format must be tailored to the budget holder's information need.

Uncertainty analyses for the major input parameters and assumptions should be reported as well.
Chapter 6 Specific considerations for various fields of application

This Guideline starts with setting out the reference case, which should be applied to all healthcare economic evaluations. However, this reference case analysis was framed in particular for economic evaluations in the fields of pharmaceutical care and curative care. To evaluate whether the Guideline can be made applicable to other fields as well, such as prevention, diagnostics, medical devices, long-term care and forensic care, this chapter’s main objective is to explore whether specific adaptations would then be needed.

The sections 6.1 up to and including 6.5 elaborate on the specific considerations for each of the above-mentioned fields and describe the possible deviations from the reference case analysis. Table 4 provides an overview of the considerations for each of these fields. Any deviations from the reference case analysis should be substantiated for each field. The results of alternative analyses are presented next to those of the reference case analysis.

6.1 Prevention
In an economic evaluation of preventive interventions, it is best to follow the reference case analysis as strictly as possible for the sake of uniformity and comparability. Notably, the framing of the PICOT requires great attention in light of the diversity in preventive interventions. Examples include new legislation, mass media campaigns, disease screening and vaccination. In many cases it is crucial to include intersectoral effects and costs, for example those related to school dropout and judicial involvement, which often are of relevance in preventive interventions. Furthermore, outcomes are often reported as intermediate outcomes, which means that a well-grounded approach for the extrapolation to endpoints is important.

Furthermore, an uncertainty analysis with different discount rates must be performed. After all, in preventive interventions costs are often incurred mainly at the start, whereas the effects will only manifest in the longer term. We would suggest using the discount rates applied in social cost-benefit analyses (MKBA).

Seeing that the outcomes will not be known until on the longer term, a modelling approach is usually required. Specific points of considerations here are the right choice of the model and the choices and assumptions included in the model.

It is not always clear how long the effect of the intervention will be sustained after the intervention has stopped or how long the effect of new legislation will be evident. Habituation may occur for certain interventions, such as an increase in excise duty, leading to a weakening of the effect over the course of time. This waning effect should be accounted for in the economic evaluation.

The selection of the sources for input data is quite essential because often different secondary sources are needed. For example, a wide range of input data may be needed regarding the multiple conditions associated with a single specific risk factor, such as excessive weight. This is the reason why different secondary sources are required.

In a BIA of a preventive intervention the BKZ may be less relevant if large parts of the costs and the effects fall outside the BKZ. Interventions can also be funded from, for example, the budget of the ministry of Education, Culture and Science or...
the State budget. If a short 3 years’ time horizon is taken for primary prevention, realistic assumptions must be made about the rapidity of the implementation or intervention rollout. This is an issue in for example mass media campaigns or vaccinations.

6.2 Diagnostics

In an economic evaluation of a diagnostic method, it is best to follow the reference case analysis as strictly as possible for the sake of uniformity and comparability. The psychometric properties of the diagnostic tests should be taken into consideration, i.e. the sensitivity and specificity. These properties also determine in part when and for which patients a specific diagnostic test is applied. This means that the patient population and the associated incidence and prevalence should be well defined in advance. In this context, consideration should be given to the synthesis of the diagnostic accuracy of the test, which can be determined with the QUADAS-2 checklist.\textsuperscript{34,35} In addition, it is important to explore the consequences of a wrong diagnosis (both false negative and false positive).

The question where the diagnostic test is placed in the test- and treatment strategy is essential in view of the influence of the test results on the subsequent treatment strategy. It should be kept in mind that different test results may lead to different treatment strategies.

Some new diagnostic methods are aimed at ease of use. Diagnostic methods can be appreciated in more ways than only on the basis of the medical outcomes as established with the EQ-5D. Other value components may be identified by directly consulting patients and users with approaches such as a discrete-choice experiment (DCE) and multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA).\textsuperscript{36}

More information about the specific considerations for the field of diagnostics is available in the manual of the NICE Diagnostics Assessment Programme.\textsuperscript{37}

6.3 Medical devices

In an economic evaluation of medical devices, it is best to follow the reference case analysis as strictly as possible for the sake of uniformity and comparability. Note however that there is an important shift of emphasis here. In comparison to pharmaceuticals, in the case of devices a stepwise innovation is the rule rather than the exception. This is why a lifelong time horizon would lose much of its impact in the evaluation of devices and should not be automatically chosen. A shorter time horizon may be more relevant but should be well justified.\textsuperscript{38,39}

Furthermore, medical devices deviate from other interventions in several essential aspects:

- devices encompass a large heterogeneity of products, ranging from direct patient-related devices to hospital equipment;
- the results of the use of devices may strongly depend on the caregiver’s experience with the specific device;
- certain devices are specifically targeted at greater ease of use, which represents a value component independent of the clinical outcomes.

The diversity of devices is enormous, and in the ‘healthcare market’ we can distinguish two target groups of primary users of diagnostic or therapeutic devices. With regard to application on an individual level, for example the thermometer with which diabetes patient monitor the foot temperature to prevent foot ulcers, there is not much difference with a common intervention; the market consists of the number of patients. With regards to equipment, such as a CT-scanner, the situation is less
clear-cut. In that case, the first layer in the healthcare market is made up of the caregivers who will be using the device. The second layer consists of the patients on whom the caregivers will be applying the device. These two layers should be taken into account when determining the price per unit, also considering that the depreciation charges of the equipment via the procedure are influenced by the utilization degree, or in other terms, the non-optimal use of the device. That said, collective devices are often suitable for use in multiple patient populations, which may have a cost-reducing effect on the price per procedure.

Apart from clinical effectiveness, also the technical effectiveness and technical efficacy of devices may be relevant (intermediate) end points. Examples include diagnostic features, ease of use for the caregiver, or shorter duration of the procedure. Some innovations, such as improved diagnostic performance, may also be expected to have an effect on the clinical outcome; for other innovations such as a shorter duration of the procedure this would seem less obvious.

Due to the use of outcome measures other than quality of life for economic evaluations of medical devices, it is not always possible to perform a CUA. Instead, a CEA is a good alternative.

For some devices, such as implants, the effects strongly depend on the user’s experience and training (caregiver or patient). This is notably relevant when extrapolating effectiveness from a controlled study (with experienced users) to the general population.

Other devices, especially body-worn devices, aim to provide ease of use. For this reason the value of devices can be appreciated in more ways than only on the basis of the medical outcomes as established with the EQ-5D. Other value components may be identified by directly consulting patients and users with approaches such as a discrete-choice experiment (DCE) and multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA).

More information about specific considerations for medical devices can be found in: Food and Drug Administration (FDA) – Medical Devices and Ackerman et al., 2011.

6.4 Long-term care

In an economic evaluation of interventions in long-term care, it is best to follow at minimum the reference case analysis for the sake of uniformity and comparability. An important addition to the reference case analysis concerns the objective of the intervention: in many cases the objective is not primarily a health benefit in terms of quality of life assessed with an instrument such as the EQ-5D or life expectancy. Instead, goals are set that mainly target ‘well-being’ or ‘welfare’, such as an improved living environment, living independently for as long as possible, or more social interaction.

Solid arguments should be provided for the added elements in the evaluation. It is recommended then to use, next to the EQ-5D, a validated well-being questionnaire for which reference values are available, and which results in a usable, defined utility value (on the basis of tariffs). For the sake of standardization the ICECAP is recommended because this questionnaire is the best-validated one in the Dutch linguistic region.

As the focus here is on well-being or other outcome measures than quality of life in economic evaluations in long-term care, it is not always possible to perform a CUA. Instead, a CEA is a good alternative.
### 6.5 Forensics

In economic evaluations of forensic interventions, it is best to follow the reference case analysis for the sake of uniformity and comparability. An important addition to the reference case analysis concerns the objective of the intervention. Many interventions in this domain aim to achieve improvement of behavior, for example reducing criminal behavior or antisocial behavior. Interventions of this type may not only target the mental health of the ‘patient’ (assessed with quality of life measures), but also be aimed at modifying the environment, whereby behavioral improvement is achieved but no ‘health’ improvement. Furthermore, the effects of the interventions are often multi-dimensional and tend to transcend health issues. In addition to recidivism reduction, improvement of school performance or family functioning, reducing the number of contacts with the criminal justice system, causing less nuisance or cutting back on narcotics use may be other important targets. Note that in this context it may be problematic to precisely delineate the boundaries between mental healthcare, forensic care and preventive care.

Solid arguments should be provided for the added elements in the evaluation. As long as broader outcome measures suited for economic evaluations in this domain are lacking, it is crucial to select an unambiguous outcome measure that fits well with the primary objective of the intervention. Thus, the outcome measure ‘criminal activity free years’ (CAFYs), in which time and criminality are taken into account, is an option for interventions targeting criminality. For interventions targeted at drug abuse, the outcome ‘drug abuse free years’ (DAFYs) is worth considering. Costs and effects can be measured both for the ‘patients’ and the ‘victims’, but please note that regarding the latter group the number of ‘victims’ must be carefully estimated.
### Table 4: Specific considerations per field of application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>REFERENCE CASE</th>
<th>PREVENTION</th>
<th>DIAGNOSTICS</th>
<th>MEDICAL DEVICES</th>
<th>LONG-TERM CARE</th>
<th>FORENSICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Societal perspective</td>
<td>Extra attention needed</td>
<td>Extra attention needed</td>
<td>Distinction between collective devices and individual devices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P: Population in the Dutch setting</td>
<td>Extra attention needed</td>
<td>Extra attention needed</td>
<td>Distinction between collective devices and individual devices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: Standard and/or usual care in the Netherlands</td>
<td>Extra attention needed; diversity in interventions</td>
<td>Clarity about diagnostic accuracy</td>
<td>Not always expected lifetime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T: Expected lifetime</td>
<td>Not always expected lifetime</td>
<td>Extra attention needed;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoping beforehand with relevant stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
<td>Distinction between collective devices and individual devices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discounting</td>
<td>Costs 4% and effects 1.5%</td>
<td>Different discount rates</td>
<td>Different discount rates</td>
<td>Different discount rates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses</td>
<td>Univariate, probabilistic sensitivity analysis and scenarios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Model-based evaluation: systematic review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>All costs in the healthcare system, patient/family, and other sectors. Productivity losses: friction cost method.</td>
<td>Extra attention needed for intersectoral costs</td>
<td>Utilization degree influences the fixed price per unit and thus the cost price (such as depreciation)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Quantify costs for ‘patient’ and ‘victim’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4: Specific considerations per field of application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REFERENCE CASE</th>
<th>PREVENTION</th>
<th>DIAGNOSTICS</th>
<th>MEDICAL DEVICES</th>
<th>LONG-TERM CARE</th>
<th>FORENSICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>charges)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>devices: employable in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>more than one population</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>has cost-reducing effect on</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the price per procedure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(synergy gains)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects</td>
<td>Expressed in QALYs, at minimum</td>
<td>Technical effectiveness and</td>
<td>Welfare/ well-being</td>
<td>Welfare/ well-being</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the EQ-5D-5L</td>
<td>technical efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td>CAFYs/ DAFYs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting of results</td>
<td>Total costs and effects, incremental costs and effects, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Univariate sensitivity analysis: Tornado diagram and table Scenario analysis: table Probabilistic sensitivity analysis: CE-plane and CEAC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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